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Abstract—Mobile computation offloading has been identified
as a key enabling technology to overcome the inherent processing power and storage constraints of mobile end devices.
To satisfy the low-latency requirements of content-rich mobile
applications, existing mobile cloud computing solutions allow
mobile devices to access the required resources by accessing a
nearby resource-rich cloudlet, suffering increased capital and
operational expenditures. To address this issue, in this paper
we propose an infrastructure and architectural approach based
on the orchestrated planning and operation of Optical Data
Center networks and Wireless Access networks. To this end,
a novel formulation based on a multi-objective Non Linear
Programming model is presented that considers energy efficient
virtual infrastructure planning over the converged wireless,
optical network interconnecting DCs with mobile devices, taking
a holistic view of the infrastructure. Our modelling results
identify trends and trade-offs relating to end-to-end service delay,
resource requirements and energy consumption levels of the
infrastructure across the various technology domains.
Index Terms—Mobile Cloud Computing, energy efficiency,
queuing theory, Virtual Infrastructure Planning, Converged Infrastructures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
URING the last decade, large-scale computer networks
supporting both communication and computation were
extensively employed to run distributed applications that deal
with customer support, internet control processes, web content
presentation, media services, file sharing etc. To support these,
the current technology trend is cloud computing offering ondemand delivery of infrastructures, applications, and business
processes in a commonly used, secure, scalable, and computer
based environment over the Internet for a fee [1]. Cloud
computing allows users to gain access to remote computing
resources that they do not have to own. This introduces
new business models and facilitates new opportunities for a
variety of business sectors. At the same time it increases
sustainability and efficiency as it reduces the associated capital
and operational expenditures as well as the overall energy
consumption and CO2 emissions.
Recently, cloud computing services are also becoming available to mobile users, introducing the concept of Mobile Cloud
Computing (MCC), where computing power and data storage
are moving away from mobile devices to remote computing
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resources [2]. Although mobile devices have memory, processing power and storage constraints that could prevent them
from acting as media consumption devices, cloud computing
services such as Netflix, YouTube, Pandora, and Spotify can
assist mobile devices to overcome their inherent hardware
limitations [3]. On the other hand, as discussed in [4], due to
the natural limitations and special characteristics of wireless
networks and devices, “the offloading of this type of applications in the cloud, requires special considerations in the
network design and application deployment”.
Existing MCC solutions allow mobile devices to access
the required resources by accessing a nearby resource-rich
cloudlet, rather than relying on a distant “cloud” [5]. In order
to satisfy the low-latency requirements of several content-rich
MCC services such as, high definition video streaming, online
gaming and real time language translation [4], one-hop, highbandwidth wireless access to the cloudlet is required. In the
case where a cloudlet deploying small data centres (DCs) is
not nearby available, traffic is offloaded to a distant cloud
such as Amazon’s Private Cloud, GoGrid [6] or Flexigrid
[7]. However, the lack of service differentiation mechanisms
for mobile and fixed cloud traffic across the various network
segments involved, the varying degrees of latency at each
technology domain and the lack of global optimization tools in
the infrastructure management and service provisioning make
the current solutions inefficient.
To address these issues, a next generation ubiquitous converged infrastructure suitable to support cloud and mobile
cloud computing services has been proposed in the context
of the European project CONTENT [8] (Fig. 1). This infrastructure facilitates the interconnection of DCs with fixed and
mobile end users through a heterogeneous network integrating
optical metro and wireless access network technologies. The
proposed architecture integrates an advanced optical network
solution offering fine (sub-wavelength) switching granularity
with wireless Long Term Evolution (LTE) access network
technology supporting end user mobility through wireless
backhauling. To support the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
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paradigm as well as the diverse and deterministic QoS needs
of future Cloud and mobile Cloud services, the concept of
virtualization across all technology domains is adopted.
In this paper, we present a novel virtual infrastructure (VI)
planning scheme that takes a holistic approach considering
jointly the network and IT technology segments to ensure
allocation of the required resources across all domains extending the work presented in [8]. This approach enables the
support of service requests and their specific characteristics
such as low latency, QoS differentiation and mobility of end
users and facilitates globally optimized solutions in terms of
objectives such as energy consumption and resource allocation.
Our modeling results identify trends and trade-offs relating to
resource requirements and energy consumption levels across
the various technology domains involved that are directly
associated with the services characteristics.
The remaining of this document is structured as follows:
Section II provides a functional description together with a
detailed structural presentation of the proposed architecture.
This includes the details of the individual layers involved.
Section III, includes a discussion on the modelling framework
developed with the aim to evaluate the CONTENT architecture
and the associated results. Numerical results are provided in
Section IV. Finally, section IV summarizes the conclusions
II. V ISION AND A RCHITECTURAL A PPROACH
The infrastructure model proposed by CONTENT is based
on a layered architecture (Fig. 2). To support the IaaS
paradigm, physical resource virtualization, generating virtual
infrastructure slices, is enabled by a cross-domain infrastructure management layer. Connectivity services are provided
over the virtual infrastructure slices, created by the infrastructure management layer, through the virtual infrastructure
control layer. Integrated end-to-end network, cloud and mobile
cloud services are orchestrated and provisioned through the
service orchestration layer. More details on the individual
architecture layersare provided below.
1) Physical Infrastructure Layer : The heterogeneous physical infrastructure comprises a wireless access network (LTE)
domain, and an optical metro network domain interconnect-

ing geographically distributed DCs. The optical metro network is based on the Time Shared Optical Network (TSON)
technology supporting frame-based, sub-wavelength switching
granularity [9]. TSON will offer connectivity to the wireless
access and DC domains by providing flexible rates and a
virtualization friendly transport technology. The wireless access part comprises a converged 802.11 and 4G (LTE) access
technology network, used to support cloud computing services through the NITOS wireless testbed [10]. The backhaul
network comprises the packet core network that is used to
transport traffic to the Gateway that will interact with the
TSON Gateway.
2) Infrastructure management: The Infrastructure Management Layer (IML) is the architectural layer responsible to
provide management of the physical resources. The IML
functionality is twofold. On the one hand, offers converged
management (e.g. monitoring, abstraction, discovery, or lifecycle management) of physical resources populating different
technology domains. On the other hand, it is responsible
for the creation of isolated virtual infrastructures composed
of resources belonging to different technology domains. Additionally, the management layer, which lies directly over
the physical infrastructure, deploys the Cloud Management
System (CMS). CMS is used to facilitate management of
computational resources.
3) Virtual Infrastructure Control Layer: The converged
Virtual Infrastructures, delivered through the Infrastructure
Management Layer described in the previous section, are
jointly operated through a unified control layer based on
the Software Defined Networking (SDN) paragraph. This
layer, called Virtual Infrastructure Network Control Layer,
implements converged control and management procedures for
dynamic and automated provisioning of end-to-end connectivity in support of QoS-guaranteed cloud services for mobile
users. The network services span across the wireless and metro
networks, and are coordinated to provide efficient utilization
of the overall virtual network resources, while exploiting the
specific benefits offered by the different technologies deployed
in each domain. On top of the Virtual Infrastructure Network
Control Layer, a Service Orchestration Layer is in charge of
composing and delivering cloud services to the mobile endusers, properly integrated with dedicated wireless connectivity
services. The Service Orchestration Layer combines network
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Fig. 4. Multi-Queuing model for the converged Wireless-Optical Network and DC Infrastructure

and cloud resources available in the Virtual Infrastructure, and
provides a complete and converged cloud service that matches
the user’s requirements. Cooperation between the control and
the orchestration layers is the key factor for consistent and
converged management of the entire Virtual Infrastructure,
from the network to the cloud domains, while continuously
fulfilling the dynamic requirements of the cloud services.
III. A RCHITECTURE E VALUATION
A. Problem description
In this section, a modeling framework suitable for planning
VIs over an integrated converged infrastructure comprising
a cellular LTE system for the wireless access part and an
optical metro network that interconnects end-users with the
computing resources is presented. The proposed approach
considers a network that is composed of one resource layer i.e.,
the physical infrastructure (PI), and will produce as an output
a virtual layer comprising a set I of I VIs I = (1, . . . , I). The
PI is represented as a weighted graph G p = (N p , E p ) where
N p is the set of PI nodes and E p the set of PI links. Each V Ii
(i ∈ I) is modeled as an undirected graph Giv = (Niv , Eiv , Di )
where Niv , Eiv are used to denote the set of nodes and virtual
links, respectively, and Di is used to describe the set of
demands. These demands belong to the service class set C
of C services C = (1, . . . , C) and need to be served by a
set S of S geographically distributed DCs S = (1, . . . , S).
Each service class is associated with certain users groups, i.e.,
fixed or mobile, that require differentiated quality of service.
For example, traffic demands corresponding to fixed cloud
applications originate at the TSON edge nodes in the wired
domain and need to be served by specific computing resources.
A common characteristic of fixed cloud services is that due
to the large amount of data that they generate they require
very high level of network and computing capacities. Mobile
traffic on the other hand is generated at the wireless access
domain and, compared to the fixed cloud services, requires
lower levels of network and computing resources. However, its
main disadvantage is that in some cases it needs to traverse
several hops before it reaches the IT resources through the
optical metro network leading to increased end-to-end delays.
The overall system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3
where in the physical layer the TSON solution [9] has been
adopted to interconnect the DCs with the fixed and the mobile
users. The proposed VI planning scheme aims at identifying
the topology and determine the virtual resources required to
implement a dynamically reconfigurable VI based on wireless
optical network and IT resources. The VI planning problem is
formulated through a Non Linear Programming (NLP) model.
The objective of the proposed approach is twofold: a) to
minimize the total energy that is consumed by the power

dissipating elements of the VIs, b) to enhance the computing
capabilities and the battery lifetime of mobile devices. This can
be achieved by optimally offloading computational intensive
mobile applications that require significant amounts of energy
to the cloud.
B. Mathematical Modeling
The multi-objective problem is formulated using NLP. As
already mentioned, its primary objective is to optimize the
performance of VIs in terms of power consumption, while
its secondary objective is to optimize the performance of the
mobile devices in terms of battery lifetime.
For the primary problem, a set of nodes both in the
wired and in the wireless domain are considered to generate
demands. These demands apart from computing requirements
have to also support the associated network requirements. In
this formulation it is assumed that the granularity of optical
network demands is a portion of wavelength (e.g., 100 Mbps),
while in the wireless domain the granularity is assumed to
be 1 Mbps. As already mentioned, the identification of the
suitable DC resources is part of the optimization output.
To formulate this requirement the binary variable adsic is
introduced, defined as:

 1 if demand d of V Ii belonging to service
class c is assigned to server s or not
adsic =

0 otherwise
It is also assumed that each demand is processed at a single
server:
∑
adsic = 1 d ∈ Di , i ∈ I, c ∈ C
(1)
s

Now, let hdic be the volume of demand d of service class c
belonging to the V Ii , Pdsic be a set containing all the possible
paths that can be used in order to transfer the traffic volume
hdic to the IT server s and xdpic be the flow realizing demand
d on path p ∈ Pdsic . Then, the following demand constraints
should be satisfied in the VI:
∑ ∑
adsic xdpic = hdic , d ∈ Di , i ∈ I, c ∈ C (2)
s

p

Summing up the paths through each link e (e ∈ Eiv ) of the V Ii ,
the necessary virtual capacity yeic of link e that can support all
demands belonging to service class c is given by the following
expression:
∑ ∑
δedpic xdpic ≤ yeic , e ∈ Eiv , i ∈ I, c ∈ C
(3)
d

p

where δedpic is a binary coefficient taking value equal to 1 if
link e of V Ii belongs to path p realizing demand d of service
class c at server s; 0 otherwise.
Once the capacities in the virtual layer have been determined, the next step is to identify the necessary resources in
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the physical layer. To achieve this, the virtual capacities yeic
are treated as demands that need to be supported by specific
PI resources. Assuming that q (q ∈ Qeic ) is the PI’s candidate
path list realizing virtual link capacity yeic , the following VI
demand constraints should be satisfied:
∑
zeqic ≤ yeic , e ∈ Eiv , i ∈ I, c ∈ C
(4)
q

In (4) the summation is taken over all paths q on the routing
list Qeic of link e and zeqic is the flow on path q realizing
virtual link e of V Ii and service class c. Furthermore, during
the mapping PI to VI mapping process, the PI link capacity
constraints should be also satisfied. To achieve this, initially,
the binary coefficient γgeqic is introduced defined as follows:

 1 if link g belongs to path q realizing
virtual link e of V Ii and service class c
γgeqic =

0 otherwise
Then, the capacity ugic that is required by each PI link g to
support the demands of V Ii that belong to service class c is
described through the following linear expression:
∑ ∑
γgeqic zeqic ≤ ugic , g ∈ E p , i ∈ I, c ∈ C
(5)
e

q

At the same time, the total load at each link g should not
exceed its total capacity, Ug :
∑ ∑
ugic ≤ Ug , g ∈ E p
(6)
i

c

Apart from the network capacity constraints (2)-(6), the
requested processing power (measured in Million Instructions
per Second-MIPS) at each server s should not exceed its capacity ϕs . This is expressed through the following inequality:
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
adsic Mdsc (xdpic ) ≤ ϕs , s ∈ S
(7)
i

d

p

c

Note that in (7) the summation is taken over all demands
that arrive at server s. Mdis is a parameter, also known
as “compute to network ratio” specifying the computational
requirements for demand d that belongs to service class c on
server s. This parameter is quantified in [11].
So far, the proposed scheme ensures that there are sufficient
network and processing capacities to support the requested
services. Apart from network bandwidth requirements, end-toend delay guarantees should be also provided. However, given
that in highly loaded networks queuing delay is the dominant
part of the end-to-end delay, the Virtual Infrastructure Control
Layer described in Sec. II needs to be considered by applying
relevant delay constraints in the service provisioning process
across all the technology domains involved. These constraints
should allow the VIs to reserve a specific portion of the
receivers’/transmitters’ queues at a TSON edge node (Fig. 4)
or at an eNodeB, with the objective to maintain the end-to-end
delay below a predefined threshold.
In order to mathematically formulate this issue, the PI is
modeled as an open queuing network, in which its node n ∈
N p consists of mn identical service modules1 with service
1 In

the wireless access domain, mn corresponds to the number of input
queues at an eNodeB, while in the optical domain it corresponds to the number
of receiver/transmitter queues in the TSON edge node.

rates µn . Assuming that the conditions of the BCMP theorem
[12] are satisfied and both the arrival and service rates are
load-independent, a closed form approximation for the endto-end delay for the services that are provided by each VI can
be extracted based on the following steps:
1) First, the arrival rate, λnic , for the c class demands of
V Ii at the nth node of the PI is determined by
∑
λnic =
bgin ugic , n ∈ N p , i ∈ I, c ∈ C
g

where bgin is binary coefficient taking values equal to 1
if link g that is used by the V Ii is terminated at node n;
0 otherwise (see Fig. 3). Once λnic has been determined,
the relative arrival rate (also known as visit ratio) of a
demand of the cth class of V Ii at the∑nth node, defined
as enic , is estimated by enic = λnic / d hdic 2
2) Then, the utilization ρnic at the nth node of the PI with
respect to service class c is estimated through: ρnic =
λnic /mnic µn where mnic is the number of the service
modules in the PI node n that are leased by the V Ii to
serve class c demands
3) In the next step, the steady state probability at each
node n is calculated using the well-known formula for
M/M/m systems:
{
κ
nic ) nic
πnic (0) (mnicκρnic
, 0 ≤ κnic < mnic
!
mnic κnic
πnic (κnic ) =
mnic
ρnic
πnic (0) mnic ! , κnic ≥ mnic
(8)
where κnic is the number of V Ii demands of class c at
the node n. πnic (0) is given by:
[m −1
]−1
κ
nic
∑
(mnic ρnic )mnic
(mnic ρnic ) nic
πnic (0) =
+
κnic !
mnic !(1 − ρnic )
κnic =0
(9)
Then, using (8)-(9), the steady-state probability of the
converged infrastructure assigned to V Ii can be calculated as the product of the state probabilities of the
individual nodes, that is,
∏
πic (κ1ic , . . . , κnic ) =
πnic (κnic )
(10)
n

4) In the subsequent step, after applying the Little’s theorem,
the mean response time, Tinc (mnic , λnic ), of a V Ii
demand of the cth class at the nth node is evaluated.
5) Then, in order to bound the end-to-end cloud delay of
each service class c below a specific threshold, Lth , the
following constraint should be satisfied:
∑
ξinc Tinc (mnic , λnic ) ≤ Lth , i ∈ I, c ∈ C (11)
n

where ξinc is a binary variable taking value equal to 1
if node n in the PI is used by the V Ii to serve class c
traffic.
∑ ∑
i

c

mnic ≤ mn , n ∈ N p

(12)

As already mentioned, the primary objective of the proposed
scheme is to optimize the performance of the planned VIs
2 It

is assumed that all demands are served.
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in terms of power consumption. Given that, the total power
consumption depends on:
i. kdpic that is the routing cost per lightpath allocated to
path p for demand d that belongs to service class c of
V Ii and reflects the energy consumed by each lightpath,
ii. Ps that is the total power consumed at an IT server s
when a percentage us % of its resources are utilized and
it is defined through the following the following linear
equation [13]:
Ps (us ) = Psi + Psb us

(13)

where Psi and Psb denote the power consumption of the
DC s at idle state and per utilization unit, respectively,
the following expected cost function should be minimized:
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
∑
min
kdpic xdpic +
Ps (us )
(14)
d

p

i

c

s

subject to constraints (1)-(11). Note that, the first term of
(14) accounts for the total power consumption of the optical
network domain, while the second tries to minimize the power
consumed by the DCs.
The VI planning scheme described through (14) aims at
minimizing the total power consumption of the converged
wireless, optical DC network. However, for traffic demands
that are generated in the wireless domain, computation offloading is beneficial for the mobile device, if the total energy
that is consumed in the mobile terminal for transmitting and
receiving data to the DC, is at least equal to the total energy
that is consumed for data processing in the mobile device
p
(watt) be the power that is consumed
itself [15]. Let, Pm
i
in a mobile device for data processing, Pm
(watt) while
t
being in idle mode, and Pm (watt) during the phase of data
t
p
i
transmission/reception, with Pm
> Pm
> Pm
. If a traffic
demand with volume hdic is processed locally by mobile
processor with speed Sm , the energy that is consumed is
p
/Sm . However, if the same traffic demand is offloaded
hdic Pm
to the V Ii , the energy consumption in the mobile device is:
i
t
(TiO + TiDC ), where TiW , TiO and TiDC are
TiW + Pm
Pm
the delays that are introduced in the wireless, optical and DC
segments of the V Ii , respectively. Hence, in the secondary
optimization problem, each mobile device has to identify its
optimal offloading strategy, captured by the binary variable θ
( θ = 0 when data are processed locally, 1 otherwise), in order
to minimize the following expected cost:
[ t
]
p
i
min(1 − θ)hdic Pm
/Sm + θ Pm
TiW + Pm
(TiO + TiDC )
(15)
The above mentioned multi-objective optimization problem
has been solved using the ϵ-constraint method [18]. This
involves the minimization of the primary objective function,
while the secondary objective has been written in the form of
an inequality constraint.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
The performance of the proposed VI planning scheme
across the multiple domains involved is studied based on
the infrastrucutre illustrated in Fig. 1. For the PI, a macrocellular network with regular hexagonal cell layout has been
considered similar to that presented in [16], consisting of 12

Fig. 5. End-to-end delay for a mobile cloud demand with traffic volume 1
MB under various background traffic profiles

sites, each with 3 sectors and 10MHz bandwidth, operating
at 2.1 GHz. The inter-site distance has been set to 500m to
capture to scenario of a dense urban network deployment.
Furthermore, a 22 MIMO transmission has been considered,
while the users are uniformly distributed over the serviced
area. Each site can process up to 115 Mbps and its power
consumption ranges from 885 to 1087W, under idle and full
load, respectively [16]. For the computing resources, three
”Sun Oracle Database Machine Basic Systems” [14] have been
considered where each server can process up to 36Gbps of
compressed flash data. The physical TSON topology assumed
is illustrated in the right part of Fig. 3, where the dimensions of
the optical rings are below 5 km and the supported data rate is
8.68Gbps. The power consumption of the TSON equipment is
measured to be 50W for the EDFAs and100mW for the PLZT
chip is. The mobile devices are equipped with an Intel XScale
t
p
i
processor with Pm
= 1.3W , Pm
= 0.9W and Pm
= 0.3W
(see [15] for a similar power consumption model).
Initially, the impact of the background network traffic on
the total end-to-end delay is analyzed for a scenario where
1 MB of data needs to be exchanged between the mobile
device and an IT server. In Fig. 5 it is observed that, due
to the scarcity of resources in the wireless access network, the
increase of the background load in the wireless domain leads
to an exponential increase of the end-to-end delay. On the
other hand, with the increase of the background traffic in the
optical domain, the end-to-end delay remains almost unaltered
(the total delay is increased by less than 2%). Similar results
are presented in Fig. 6 where the total end-to-end delay when
applying the proposed approach is depicted as a function of
the background traffic load in the wireless access domain. It
is observed again that with the increase of the traffic load
in the wireless domain from 10 to 100Mbps, the end-to-end
delay is increased by a factor of 6. At the same time, the
optical network is responsible for less than 1.5% of the overall
network delay.
Fig.7, illustrates the total power consumption of the converged infrastructure (wireless access, optical network and IT
resources) as a function of the latency threshold when applying
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achieve this, additional resources need to be assigned to the
VIs leading to increased service rates and increased power
consumption.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 6. Delays introduced in the various domains of the converged infrastructure as a function of the traffic load in the wireless domain (TSON load
3Gbps)

This paper focused on a next generation ubiquitous converged network infrastructure that is being developed within
the context of the EU Project CONTENT. The infrastructure
model proposed is based on the IaaS paradigm and aims at
providing a technology platform interconnecting geographically distributed computational resources that can support a
variety of Cloud and mobile Cloud services. The concept of
virtualization across the technology domains is adopted as a
key enabling technology to support the CONTENT vision. A
novel multi-objective virtual infrastructure planning scheme
over converged wireless, optical network and computing resources has been presented in order to a) minimize the energy
consumption of the converged infrastructures and, b) maximize
the lifetime of the mobile systems. Numerical results indicate
that there are a number of trade-offs relating to end-to-end
service delay, resource requirements and energy consumption
levels of the infrastructure across the various technology
domains closely associated with the service characteristics.
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